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    Public File

Monday: The issue on the program was the impact of social media on people as a result of 
using Facebook, Tik Tok, and similar platforms. Heather Carter became ill with cancer and was 
treated for an extended length of time. She posted a blog about her experience to recovery 
and learned out virtual communication differs from face to face contact, The host was Paul 
Kretschmer.

Tuesday & Wednesday: The issue on the programs was a look into a dance & music program 
honoring the memory of Ana Grace, one of the victims of the Sandy Hook School shootings ten 
years ago. Carla Butler, Barbara Machieswski and Xenia Gray described their relationship with 
the parents of Ana Grace and how they felt led to remember a promising child with a talent 
program that highlights other young people. The host was Gerry Williams.

Thursday: The issue on this program was the assistance the people of Ukraine are receiving 
from the Christian Samaritan’s Purse ministry in Ukraine. Dave Phillips outlined what the 
people need, the work of ministry on the ground in a dangerous place and how listeners can 
become involved. The host was Steve Tuzeneu.

Friday: The work of reaching refugees with food, water, clothing and other assistance was the 
issue on this program. From The Media Line, Felice Friedson spoke with Karine Elharrar on the 
ground in Ukraine. She explained the dangers, but also the reward coming from helping 
people in grave danger. Paul Kretschmer was the host.

Saturday: The issue on this program was the shortage of qualified childcare workers, partly as 
a result of low pay for those working in the field. The return of parents to the workforce 
outside the home has created a need for childcare for those who are parents of small children. 
Connecticut State Representative Robert Sanchez of New Britain answered questions. Paul 
Kretschmer was the host.


